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Response of GPS-Tracked Drifters to Wind and Water
Currents in a Tidal Estuary
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Abstract—Lagrangian field data in tidal shallow waters are rare, but
valuable for the understanding of the spatiotemporal structure of flow and
particle transport. The response of drifters to the wind and water flow in
tidal shallow water was examined using correlation, spectral, and coher-
ence analyses. Under moderate wind conditions (0–4 m/s), floating drifter
motions in bounded sheltered water are affected by wind through low-
frequency induced wind current rather than direct wind drag, when only
a small portion of the drifter is unsubmerged. The field validation of both
high- and low-resolution drifters with surface measured velocity from a
fixed acoustic Doppler current profiler is good in the streamwise direc-
tion. The correlation between the drifter and fixed instrument velocities is
low in the cross-stream direction due to strong spatial variability of the flow
field. The evaluation shows that drifters are applicable to studying the flow
dynamics of tidal water bodies in relation to small-scale processes.

Index Terms—Coherence analysis, Eulerian instruments, Lagrangian
drifters, shallow water, tidal estuary, validation.

I. INTRODUCTION

L AGRANGIAN field data in tidal shallow waters are rare, but
valuable for the understanding of the spatiotemporal structure

flow and water qualities, validation of numerical models, and develop-
ment of advection-dispersion models for such systems. There are many
apparent difficulties associated with use of Global Positioning System
(GPS)-tracked drifters in shallow tidal water, yet they can provide a
rich source of information on the flow dynamics, level of mixing, and
bathymetric influences on flow. Flow structures in small tidal estuaries
have mainly been studied from the Eulerian perspective using acoustic
devices sampled at high frequencies [1]. While a complete Eulerian ap-
proach using fixed acoustic devices gives limited insight to the spatial
variability of the flow structures, a combined Eulerian–Lagrangian ap-
proach provides more complete evidence. For example, a Lagrangian
drifter can provide velocity data at the shallow water surface where
acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) data are not suitable [2]. In
addition, clusters of Lagrangian particle have be proven suitable for
dispersion estimates traditionally carried out using more expensive dye
tracer studies [3], [4]. Lagrangian studies using satellite-tracked drifters
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in estuaries that are limited to reasonably large tidal systems and inlets
[5]–[7] and recently, a small tidal system [4].

Significant work has been done in terms of validating drifter motions
in surf zones [8], [9] and recently in a tidal inlet [7]. In absence of “true”
Lagrangian measurements, these validations are difficult because they
were done when drifters are within close proximity to fixed Eule-
rian devices. The correlation of drifter motions with Eulerian devices
varies with the instrument design and environment factors (e.g.,, wa-
ter depth, boundaries, forcing factors, horizontal, and vertical shears,
etc.). Factors such as the inherent device noise and error, the wind
slip on the drifter, and behavior of the underlying Eulerian flow field
contribute to the level of correlation. Spydell et al. [7] showed that
drifter-Lagrangian and fixed device velocities are in good agreement in
a tidal inlet (R2 > 0.92), except at an ebb-tidal shoal where the veloc-
ity magnitude was low. With recent attention on drifter application in
small tidal channels, there is a need for comprehensive assessments of
what drifters are measuring within semibounded channels with prefer-
ence in flow direction with moderate tidal currents. The current work
provides an extensive evaluation of the Lagrangian drifter performance
at a bounded inner section of an estuary with depth (2–3 m) and veloc-
ity scales (<0.5 m/s) supplementing [7] in a tidal inlet with depth up
to 10 m (deep channel) and peak velocity >1 m/s.

Following the removal of selective availability, the accuracy of the
GPS has improved, resulting in development of various small and
robust drifters for near-shore and surf-zone applications [8], [10], [11].
The small spatial [O(1 m)] and short temporal [O(10 s)] scales of
interest for mixing processes in estuaries require centimeter accuracy
with high-frequency [O(1 Hz)] data acquisition. Thus in [12], a high-
resolution (HR) drifter is described, with position accuracy ∼1 cm,
capable of sampling high frequency, and suitable in the absence of
wave rectification for environments such as sheltered tidal estuaries and
lakes with shallow depth as low as 0.5 m. A similar design equipped
with an off-the-shelf GPS data logger is a low-resolution (LR) drifter,
which designed for low-frequency measurements and position accuracy
of between 2–3 m. Fig. 1 shows the spaghetti plots of drifter tracks
from several deployments of clusters of these drifters (HR and LR)
in a section of a shallow tidal estuary. The clustered tracks are used
to examine surface turbulence properties and mixing through relative
dispersion analyses and are discussed in greater detail elsewhere [4].
The aim here is to address the following questions regarding the drifter
measurements, in addition to interpreting the observed flow field in a
tidal channel.

1) What is the agreement between the drifter and fixed instrument
velocity measurements in channel when in close proximity and
what scale of fluctuation dictates such agreement?

2) What is the response of the drifter to wind and water cur-
rents within a tidal shallow estuary with moderate tidal current
(<0.5 m/s)?

3) How does the wind affect the drifter motion?
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Fig. 1. Spaghetti plot of drifter tracks for LR drifter (blue tracks) and HR
drifters (red tracks) EJ15E1 during a flood tide. The purple box indicates ap-
proximate drifters release zone, while the green “o” denotes ADVs (two units
colocated with sampling volume vertically above each other) and wind ANE
location. The black “x” indicates ADCP location. The solid black line represents
the channel boundary.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Field and Experiment Descriptions

New observations of tidal flows from fixed and moving devices were
collected in Eprapah Creek (Longitude 153.30° E, Latitude 27.567° S).
The dynamics of the channel have been studied in the past, so as to
understand turbulent mixing in a typical shallow estuary [13]. Eprapah
Creek discharges into Moreton Bay on the east coast of Australia and
consists of both straight and meandering sections. The estuarine zone
extends up to 3.8-km inland and is well-sheltered from wind by adjacent
mangrove vegetation communities. The field experiment was carried
out for 48 h (July 29–31, 2015) along the relatively straight channel,
downstream of site 2 (see Fig. 2). Drifter deployments were conducted
during flood and slack tides within the straight test section between
adopted middle thread distance (AMTD) 1.60–2.05 km, i.e., between
cross sections B and D (see Fig. 2). Due to limited width and directional
preference of the flow, a local coordinate, which moves with the flow,
was chosen. Herein, “s” is the streamwise direction positive toward
the channel mouth, whereas “n” is the cross-stream direction positive
toward the left bank, and “u” is positive in upward direction.

A survey of bathymetry of the cross sections of the channel was
conducted during the field study. The channel exhibits irregular bound-
aries, which may cause a high degree of variability in the cross-stream
flow at different cross sections (see Fig. 2). Fig. 2 shows a map of the
field sites and the cross sections close to the experimental test section.
The maximum depth along the test section was about 2.5 m below the
mean sea level. The channel width was about 60 m at high tide and
25 m at low tide.

B. Instrumentation

Descriptions of the instruments are summarized in Table I. Two
acoustic Doppler velocimeters (ADVs) sampled continuously at 50 Hz.
One ADCP, sampled continuously at 1 Hz, was placed approximately at
the center of the channel 32-m downstream from the cross section where
the ADVs were deployed. A 2-D sonic anemometer (ANE), sampled
at a frequency of 4 Hz, was deployed to obtain the wind velocity near
the water surface. The sample volume of ANE was placed about 1-m
horizontal distance from ADV1 and 0.5 m above the free surface at the
highest tide.

The HR drifters followed the design of [12] and were equipped
with differential real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS integrated receivers
and sampled at 10 Hz with position accuracy ∼2 cm. The LR drifters
contained off-the-shelf Holux GPS data loggers with absolute position
accuracy, between 2–3 m and were sampled at 1 Hz.

The drifters were positively buoyant for continuous satellite position
fixation with <3 cm height unsubmerged to minimize the direct wind
effect. The configuration results in a wind slip, estimated as less than
1% of the ambient wind, and is not accounted for in this analysis [12].
The drifters were deployed in clusters of 4 and 5 for three separate
experiments. To evaluate the wind effects on the drifter motion and
dispersion in the channel, two experiments were carried out during
the flood tides with different wind intensities, whereas the third was
carried out during a high slack water (see Table I). Note that the drifter
deployments are identified by experiment, deployment, and resolution.
For example E1 is experiment 1, D1 is deployment 1, and HR is high
resolution. For each deployment, clusters were formed into polygons
spaced ∼1 m between drifters while a time window of ∼3 min was
maintained between cluster deployments. This creates a unique initial
time and position for each deployment. The flood deployments were
made at AMTD 1.6 km and collected at the end of the test section
before redeployment from same initial point (see Fig. 2). The slack
water deployments, on the other hand, were made within 100 m of
the ADV.

C. Quality Control and Data Analysis

The ADV data sets were first postprocessed by removal of com-
munication errors, data with correlation less than 60% and signal-to
noise ratio less than 5 dB [14]. The upward looking ADCP data points,
located in air and depth sidelobe effects (5% height from the surface),
were removed using the water height measurements. Spikes resulting
from external disturbances on the ADV and ADCP data sets are identi-
fied. The data sets were de-spiked using the phase-spaced thresholding
technique (PST) [15]. Flagged data replacement here is aimed to en-
sure continuous data with respect to time, which is the prerequisite
for the spectra and coherence analyses. Flagged and removed ADV
data, which were less than 5% of the data set, were replaced using
sample-and-hold technique, i.e., using previous valid data point [15],
[16]. After removing measurements in air and those affected by surface
reflection of the sidelobe in the ADCP, the spurious data points, iden-
tified by the PST, were generally less than 0.2% within the individual
bin. These were replaced with linearly interpolated data at valid end
points.

The drifter data sets were quality controlled by removal of data
points and sections of the tracks where they were evidently trapped in
the channel banks, obstructed or interrupted, based on the experimental
event log. Spurious position data were identified as those with velocity
and acceleration greater than some specified thresholds. The choice
of the threshold is subject to the nature of the flow. The maximum
tidal flow velocity in Eprapah Creek was about 0.3 m/s, thus a velocity
threshold is defined as twice this velocity and an acceleration threshold
of 1.5 m/s2 in accordance with previous studies [17]. Flagged data
were then replaced with linearly interpolated points using data at two
valid end points if the gap was less than 20 s. Gaps greater than 20 s
were considered omitted and were not replaced. The drifter data were
transformed to channel-based streamwise (s), cross stream (n), and up
(u) coordinate system following the work in [18] and [12]. For the HR
drifters, the position time series was further treated with a lowpass filter
of cutoff frequency, Fc = 1 Hz and subsampled to an interval of 1 s
to remove the instrument noise at high frequency [12]. The velocities
were obtained by central differencing of the quality controlled position
time series. The position time series of the LR drifter contained some
large uncertainty at frequencies greater than 0.01 Hz, which impaired
the direction estimates, particularly during low flow speed. Therefore,
to estimate the “true” (average) flow direction, the LR drifter position
time series were lowpass filtered with Fc = 0.01 Hz obtained from
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Fig. 2. (a) Eprapah Creek estuarine zone, including surveyed cross sections (X–Z) on July 30, 2015; drifter deployments were made at cross section (Y) while
ADVs, and Sonic ANE were deployed downstream cross section (Z); U shows the instruments arrangement at ADV location. (b) Aerial view of Eprapah Creek
(153.2931° E, −27.575° S) showing the experimental test section in red rectangle (Nearmap, 2015). (c) Dimensioned sketch of the LR and HR drifters. (d)
Photograph of clusters of HR and LR drifters (black ellipse) about 2 min after deployment; upstream of cross section Y.

the method described in [12]. The velocities were then obtained by
combining lowpass filtered position time series with the speed time
series, Sp such that

VS (t) = Sp (t) × sin θ(t), Vn (t) = Sp (t) × cos θ(t)

and θ(t) = arctan

(
s(t)
n(t)

)
(1)

where Vs and Vn are the streamwise and cross-stream velocities, re-
spectively, whereas θ is the direction based on the position time series
(s, n).

D. Environmental Conditions

A range of tide, wind and flow conditions were encountered dur-
ing the 48-h field study (see Fig. 3 and Table II). The average tidal
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TABLE I
SAMPLING LOCATION AND INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTIONS

TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS OF THE FIELD DURING EXPERIMENTa

aWind data from ANE with direction measured clockwise from positive streamwise direction downstream. Water surface horizontal velocity magnitude, VH measured from the
ADCP as average of the two valid upper bins after quality control. Time taken in (s) from 00:00 on July 29, 2015.

range was 2.03 m. Eprapah Creek is characterized with a diurnal
wind pattern. The channel was reasonably sheltered, and the aver-
age wind between 0–4 m/s was mostly aligned with the streamwise
direction during the day, and the night wind speed varied between
0–1 m/s without a directional preferee.

III. ANALYSES AND RESULTS

A. Temporal Variability of Velocity During the Field Studies

The major driving forces for circulation in an estuary can be catego-
rized into wind and water currents. Before analyzing the response of the
drifters to these forces, we present the temporal variability of the flow
velocity next to the surface and the bed of the channel. Fig. 4 shows the

time series of the mean horizontal flow velocity, V̄H =

√
V̄ 2

s + V̄ 2
n , for

the ADCP bins next to the free surface, and the HR and LR drifters.
The horizontal resultant mean velocities were obtained as moving av-
erages with window size 200 s every 10 s along the individual data
sets. The selections for the moving average are consistent with previ-
ous analysis of turbulent velocities at Eprapah Creek [19]. The surface
flow showed a discernible tidal signal with the flood peak velocity
VH ∼ 0.5 m/s greater than that of the ebb. Consistent with an open
channel flow, the ADVs horizontal mean velocities next to the bed had
magnitude significantly lower than those next to the free surface (see
Fig. 5). The larger flood peaks were the result of the smaller cross-
sectional area during the flood peak flows compared with the ebb flow.
Slow fluctuations with periods between 1000 and 5000 s related to
distance between landmarks/boundary structures were also captured in
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Fig. 3. Environmental conditions measured during the field work: (a) water level; (b) 1-min average wind speed; and (c) 1-min average wind direction clockwise
from positive downstream direction. Water elevation collected in every 10 min at the ADV location and continuous measurement from a fixed probe. Wind data
collected between 1–2 m above the water surface at the ADV location.

TABLE III
SUMMARY CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF THE DRIFTER-LAGRANGIAN AND FIXED-DEVICE-EULERIAN VELOCITIESa

aR2 , RMSE, and I are, respectively, the correlation squared (R-squared statistic), standard deviation and the slope of a regression line between drifters (HR and LR) and
fixed device (ADCP and ADV).

the velocity time series and spectral analyses. The slow fluctuation was
observed throughout the period of observation and was strongest at
slack water (e.g., 118 000–125 000 s). The presence of high-frequency
fluctuations, “true” turbulence, was noticeable in the instantaneous ve-
locity time series of the ADV and HR drifters. However, the LR and
ADCP were dominated by noise at frequencies F > 0.01 Hz. Analy-
ses of these fluctuations observed with the ADV and drifters, and their
contributions to the mixing in the channel are presented elsewhere [17].

The drifter data obtained during the three experiments covered from
400-m downstream to about 100-m upstream of the fixed instruments,
with their full time series of the mean horizontal velocities are presented
in Figs. 4 and 5. The tidal and slow fluctuation signals were well
captured by the ADCP, ADV, and drifters. The power spectral density
(PSD) of the ADCP instantaneous velocities contained white noise at
frequencies greater than 0.01 Hz, which overshadowed the turbulence
measurements thus, higher frequency fluctuations could not be inferred
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Fig. 4. Mean horizontal velocity for the surface measurements as a function of time for the ADCP, HR and LR drifters. Mean estimated by a moving average
with window size 200 s every 10 s along individual data set. ADCP data are an average of the two last valid bins (20 cm) after correcting for depth variation and
removing 5% depth sidelobe effects. The ADCP measurement depth compares with the submerged height of the HR drifter (23 cm): Positive direction during ebb
tide—the thick vertical lines demarcate the window for different experiments.

Fig. 5. Mean horizontal velocity as a function for surface measurements of the ADCP, ADCP lowest bin, and ADV measurements next to the bed. Mean estimated
by moving average with window size 200 s every 10 s along individual data set.

from the ADCP. However, the time averaged velocity VH for both
HR and LR drifters was in good agreement with the ADCP surface
measurements. While the velocities of the ADCP bin #1 at 0.3 mab were
in good agreement with those of the ADV as expected, the magnitude
of the ADV velocity was consistently smaller than that of the surface
velocity. This reflected the locations of the ADV sampling volume at
0.08 and 0.15 m above the bed (see Table I and Fig. 2), where effects
of boundary friction were significant.

B. Correlation Analysis: Lagrangian and Eulerian
Measurements

The field study was designed such that clustered drifters passed
through the cross sections where the fixed ADV and ADCP were in-
stalled. This provided a unique opportunity to directly compare the
drifter-Lagrangian velocity with the fixed device-Eulerian velocity.
Here, we analyze the response of the drifter to the underlying flow
forces by identifying the extent of correlations that exist between the
Lagrangian and Eulerian measurements. For each drifter deployment,

the drifter-mean Lagrangian velocity, VL at a fixed device is an aver-
age of velocity data point from all drifters that passed within a radius
r of the fixed device following methods applied in [7]. However, be-
cause the flow field within the tidal channel changes rapidly with time,
multiple drifter velocities from a single drifter passing through a fixed
device can only contribute to VL provided the instant is at most Δt from
the time the first data point entered the virtual bin. To reduce the bias
due to dependence of the residence time of drifters in a bin on the phase
of the tide in the statistics, bins with degrees of freedom (DOFs) less
than 5 are omitted in the comparisons. Here, the DOF is defined as

DOFbin =

∑N
j=1 T T

j

TL

(2)

where T T is the total time a single drifter spends in a bin, and N is
the number of the drifter sampled within a bin, and TL ∼ 20 s is the
Lagrangian integral time from ensemble autocorrelation function [20].
The corresponding Eulerian velocity VE is the time averaged velocity
of a fixed device between times corresponding to the first and last drifter
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Fig. 6. Drifter-mean Lagrangian streamwise velocities (ADCP) versus mean
Eulerian velocities for: (a) HR drifters; and (b) LR drifters. Each data point has
a DOF � 5.

velocities within the bin

VE =
1

t2 − t1

∫ t2

t1
Viδt (3)

where Vi is the instantaneous velocity from a fixed device and t1 ,
t2 are the times of the first and last data points contributing to the
corresponding VL . With the ADCP surface measurements, sensitivity
analysis was used to obtain values r = 60 m and Δt = 100 s. These
choices were made as the smallest values combination that achieved
the statistical stability (DOF � 5) with most number of independent
points. The correlation squared (R-squared statistic) R2 and residual
mean square error RMSE did not change appreciably with r = 80 m.
Reducing r to 40 m reduced the number of points that fulfilled the
constraint of DOF � 5 to 40 without a significant change in the lin-
ear regression results. Similarly, the results were not affected with
Δt = 50 and 200 s while Δt < 50 s introduced large scatter into the
results and Δt > 200 s provided only 42 valid points. Table III summa-
rizes the results of the correlation analysis between the Lagrangian
and Eulerian measurements using the LR and HR drifters in turn
against each of the ADCP surface flow velocity and ADV2 next to
the bed.

Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the drifters and ADCP stream-
wise velocities for the three experiments. The ADCP surface velocities
were depth average of two valid bins next to the free surface. Using all

the data points from the three experiments (8-clustered deployments),
the gradient of line of best fit was close to 1. The square correla-
tion R2 = 0.90 and RSME = 0.04 m/s between the drifter-Lagrangian
streamwise velocity were obtained by forcing a zero intercept. The
values of VLS for experiment 2 were slightly underestimated using the
drifter. This could be due to the upwind effect on the exposed portion
of the drifters because the wind was predominantly streamwise pos-
itive during this period (see Fig. 2). Similar correlation (R2 = 0.9,
RSME = 0.05 m/s) was obtained between the LR drifters and the
ADCP surface streamwise velocity (see Fig. 6). For both HR and LR
drifters, the streamwise velocities were higher than the depth-averaged
ADCP velocity and had lower correlation (R2 ∼ 0.8). An exception to
the good agreement for the LR drifter was during slack water, experi-
ment 3, where the water flow velocity magnitude was less than 0.1 m/s,
which is the magnitude of inherent error in the speed estimate of the
off-the-shelf GPS data-logger as specified by the manufacturer. With
the exception of experiment 2, VL values were distributed on either
side of the regression lines. On the other hand, there was no signif-
icant correlation (R2 < 0.1) between the drifter-Lagrangian and the
ADCP surface-Eulerian cross-stream velocities. This might be linked
to the strong variability in the cross-stream flow direction and low
magnitude of the cross-stream velocity (|Vn| < 0.05 m/s). The drifters
and the ADV velocities near the bed were not significantly correlated
(R2 < 0.35 streamwise, R2 < 0.1 cross stream). The instruments
captured different scales of motion due to their difference in location
and the sampling volumes.

In summary, the data showed that the drifters’ observations have
strong correlation in streamwise velocities with the surface and depth-
averaged ADCP velocities, and lower correlation with the ADVs next
to the bed within a horizontal radius r = 60 m of the fixed instrument.
However, the correlation of cross-stream velocities of the drifters with
the fixed instruments was low. This procedure assumed that the instru-
ments sampled the same flow field, whereas tidal shallow water flows
are highly spatially variable with small integral time scales (O [10 s])
and limited width. In a similar validation procedure in a surf-zone,
Schmidt et al. [8] found very good agreement in streamwise direction,
while the cross-stream correlation was low, attributed to the difference
in location of the instruments. Similarly despite the good overall agree-
ment (R2 > 0.92) between the Eulerian–Lagrangian comparisons in
a tidal inlet, the ebb shoal had low correlation [7]. This highlights the
difficulty in a direct Eulerian–Lagrangian comparison in a bounded
flow with a nonuniform boundary.

C. Velocity Spectra of Drifter, ADCP, and ADV

Here, we examine the spectra of the velocities obtained using
the Eulerian and Lagrangian devices. Fig. 7 shows the PSDs of the
ADV1 and ADCP surface flow during the 48-h observation period in
the streamwise and cross-stream directions. The two sampling vol-
umes were 32 m apart horizontally and 1.1–3.3 m vertically, due to
change in water level. The streamwise velocity spectra highlights dis-
cernible peaks at the low frequency, for example, F = 0.000025 Hz,
and F = 0.0004–0.0001 Hz likely associated with the tidal signal and
the slow fluctuations, respectively. The streamwise and cross-stream
spectra show that the noise floor of the ADCP was significant at a high
frequency. Because of the high noise level of the ADCP at the frequency
range (F > 0.01 Hz), where the drifter observations were made, the
drifter velocity spectra were compared with those of the ADV1 only.

Fig. 8 shows sample PSD of streamwise and cross-stream velocities
obtained concurrently from the ADV and HR drifters during the slack
water experiment 3. This period is chosen because the mean flow effect
was the least, allowing for a reasonable comparison of the Eulerian and
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Fig. 7. ADV and ADCP surface flow velocity spectra during the 48-h field study. (a) Streamwise direction. (b) Cross-stream direction. The spectra are pwelch
average estimate of five sections from the entire data set, windowed with a Hamming window and 50% overlap, resulting in at least 10 DOF.

Fig. 8. HR drifters and ADV (49 min) velocity spectra during experiment 3. The drifters were within 60 m of the ADV. (a) Streamwise direction. (b) Cross-stream
direction. The spectra are pwelch average estimate of five sections from the entire data set windowed with a Hamming window and 50% overlap, resulting in at
least 10 DOF.

Lagrangian spectra. During this period, the drifters were within 60-m
horizontal radius of the ADV1 and the vertical separation was between
2.4–2.7 m. To observe the spectral level of the HR drifters at a high
frequency, the velocity sampled at 10 Hz were used in the analysis. The
PSD for the HR drifters and ADV1 were similar in shape and magnitude
within frequency F = 0.001–0.5 Hz in both flow directions. In [21] and
[22], the buoyant and natural rolling frequencies, based on the geometry
of the HR drifter, were estimated as ∼1 Hz. Therefore, the trough in
PSD of the drifter velocity at about 0.8 Hz was related to the bobbing
and rocking of the drifter hull in response to surface waves, while the
rolloff in the velocity spectra at F > 3 Hz was associated with the
filtering effect of the central differencing scheme used in estimating

the velocity from the position time series. The similarity in shape and
magnitude between the ADV1 and drifter velocity spectra shows that
both instruments sampled the similar flow field at frequency < 0.5 Hz.

D. Coherence Analysis: Lagrangian and Eulerian
Measurements

In this section, coherence analysis is used to examine the linear re-
lationships, if any, between the drifters and driving forces by assuming
that the measurements from fixed devices are an accurate measure of
the local flow fields. Coherence is a measure of the extent of relation-
ship between two time series as a function of frequency. Assuming a
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linear input–output relationship between a forcing factor x and response
factor y in the frequency domain, the mean square coherence (MSC) is
the normalized square cross spectrum between the spectra of x and y
such that [23]

MSC(F ) =
|Pxy (F )|2

Pxx (F ).Py y (F )
(4)

where Pxx (F ) and Py y (F ) are the power auto spectra of x and y,
respectively, whereas Pxy (F ) is the complex cross spectrum between
x and y, and F is the frequency. Magnitude of MSC varies between
0 and 1, indicating the incoherent and coherent values for an infinite
length time series, respectively. With the assumption of linearity of the
system, factors that can reduce the magnitude of MSC include noise or
uncorrelated turbulence, as well as variance from other forcing input
parameters. Because of the finite length of the time series within the
radius r that the Lagrangian drifters could be assumed to resolve the
same flow field as the Eulerian device, an independent threshold (IT)
is defined such that

IT = 1 − α

(
1

N d −1

)
(5)

where α is the confidence interval, herein 0.95 and Nd is the number of
independent cross spectral realizations in each frequency band [24]. To
reduce the noise level in the MSC estimate for meaningful interpreta-
tion, a reasonably large value of Nd is required and Nd within 10–20 is
suggested [25]. For consistency of interpretation and to reduce noise in
MSC estimate, herein Nd = 20, equivalent to IT = 0.15 at 95% con-
fidence interval is used irrespective of the varying length of the time
series. This value ensures that frequency F = 0.01 Hz, equivalent to
Δt = 100 employed in the correlation analysis is included in the coher-
ence analysis for the shortest realization. The results were similar for
all the HR drifter outputs except for difference in effective length. How-
ever, for consistency, the results of a single drifter with significantly
long time series across the different analysis are presented throughout
this section. The coherence between input and output signals is con-
sidered significant for MSC > IT, while coherence is insignificant for
MSC in the neighborhood of or below IT.

1) Coherence Between Wind and Drifters: In drifter applica-
tions, quantifying the effect of the wind on the motion of the drifter
is important to understand the actual water flow induced transport. Al-
though only 3-cm height of the drifters was unsubmerged, direct wind
drag is inevitable. The wind slip has been estimated using empirical
models and force balance to be less than 1% of the ambient wind [12].
Another mechanism of wind that could influence drifter motion is the
wind-induced water flow. Herein, the input time series are the wind
velocities measured at about 1-m above the water surface, and the out-
put time series are the velocities of an HR drifter within 60 m of a
sonic ANE.

Fig. 9 shows the MSC estimates between the wind and the drifter
velocity components. For experiments 1 and 3, the MSC values for both
directions were below IT = 0.15 because of low wind energy during
the experiments (see Fig. 3). The MSC values are greater than IT at
a low frequency (F < 0.04 Hz) in the streamwise direction, except
for slack water experiment 3, where the surface flow had no dominant
direction. Similarly, for experiments 1 and 2 the MSC values were
above the IT at a frequency around 0.3 Hz in the streamwise direction.
This occurs around the frequency of wind-induced surface wave. Using
longer drifter time series, the phase estimate in the streamwise direction
indicated that the low-frequency wind (F < 0.01 Hz) was in phase with
the drifter motion, while the drifter motion lagged the wind between
0.01–0.3 Hz (not shown). The estimates of the MSC in the cross-stream
directions were not significant, except during the flood experiment 2,

where an MSC ∼ 0.3 was attainted at some frequencies with the wind
signal leading the drifter at these frequencies [see Fig. 9(b)]. This
coherence observation suggested that drifter motion at low and high
frequencies is influenced by the local wind to some degree.

To understand the main mechanism responsible for wind influence
on drifter motion in a sheltered estuary, coherence analyses with wind
time series as an input and surface flow measured by the ADCP as an
output was employed. In addition, analysis between the water surface
velocities and the drifter was carried out using the portion of the data
set corresponding to the times where the wind influence was most pro-
nounced [see Fig. 9(b), experiment 2]. Fig. 10 shows that there was no
significant difference between the level of coherence of the wind on
the surface streamwise velocities measured by the HR drifter and the
ADCP particularly at low frequencies (F < 0.02 Hz). Consequently, the
coherence level between the drifter and ADCP measured streamwise
velocities was higher than 90% (i.e., MSC > 0.9) at these low fre-
quencies. The coherence level at higher frequency similarly increased
suggesting that the instruments captured the same flow field, which was
masked by differences in instrumental noise floor observed from the
velocity spectra. The wind, drifter, and surface bin velocities were all in
phase at low frequency with phase angle close to zero. It can therefore
be deduced that the drifter responded more to the wind-induced surface
flow velocities than the direct wind drag on the unsubmerged portion
of the drifter. The magnitudes of MSC for the cross-stream velocities
between the wind and the surface ADCP bin data were greater than
those of wind against the drifter velocities. However, the values were
not significantly higher than the 0.15 across the observed frequency to
make a meaningful comparison.

2) Coherence Between the ADCP (Surface Flow), ADV, and
Drifters: As shown in Fig. 10, the MSC between the drifter and ADCP
surface flow was higher than IT at low frequency F < 0.05 Hz, while
higher frequency estimate of MSC was corrupted by ADCP measure-
ment noise floor. At low frequencies, the ADCP velocities lagged those
of the drifter for experiment 1, while there was no phase difference be-
tween these instruments for experiments 2 and 3 in the streamwise
direction. The cross-stream MSC values were not significantly above
IT at all frequencies due to the strong variability of the channel cross
sectional flow. This result was consistent with the lack of linear corre-
lation in the velocities measured by the two instruments.

Fig. 11 shows the MSC between the velocities measured by ADV
next to the bed and the drifter. The results show that the MSC values
at low frequency (F < 0.05 Hz) were significantly greater than 0.15
in the streamwise direction for all the experiments. During the slack
water experiment 3, the coherence between the drifters and the ADV
(see Fig. 9) at low frequency is better than the corresponding coherence
between the drifter and ADCP (see Fig. 11). This is likely due to the
noise level of the ADCP, which is higher when compared with other
instruments, and not significantly lower than the variance of the flow
at this period. The MSC values in the cross-stream direction were
predominantly lower than the IT, with the exception of experiment 2,
where drifter velocities showed some level of coherence with the ADV
velocities at high frequency (F > 0.05 Hz) in both the streamwise and
cross-stream directions. This suggests that the instruments sampled
the same flow field, while the low magnitude of MSC on the other
hand suggests that the instruments captured different sizes of eddy and
different parts of the flow field. For example, the drifter sampled surface
flow, while the ADV sampled the flow field next to the bed. Therefore
at an instance of time, the instruments sampled different part of eddies
moving past the sampling location.

Coherence analysis results obtained using the LR drifters’ velocities
as output against the wind, ADCP and ADV velocities input were
similar to those for the HR drifter at low frequencies (F < 0.02 Hz),
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Fig. 9. Coherence between near water surface wind velocity and the HR drifter measurements for: (a) experiment 1; (b) experiment 2; and (c) experiment
3. Dashed horizontal line indicates the estimated incoherence level for bivariate white noise with DOF, DOF = 20 at 95% confidence interval. Note that the
logarithmic scale on x-axis clusters the noisy MSC values at higher frequency.

Fig. 10. Coherence between near water surface wind velocity, surface ADCP and the HR drifter measurements during experiment 2. (a) Streamwise direction.
(b) Cross-stream direction. Dashed horizontal line indicates the estimated incoherence level for bivariate white noise with DOFs, DOF = 20 at 95% confidence
interval.
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Fig. 11. Coherence between ADV velocities and the HR drifter measurements for difference experiments. (a) Experiment 1. (b) Experiment 2. (c) Experiment
3. Dashed horizontal line indicates the estimated incoherence level for bivariate white noise with DOFs, DOF = 20 at 95% confidence interval.

where the signal to noise ratios were higher than 10 (not shown).
This suggested that both HR and LR drifters captured similar low-
frequency (F < 0.01 Hz) velocity fluctuations next to the free surface
of the channel.

E. Low/High Correlation and Coherence Between Eulerian
and Lagrangian Data

Considerable research is presented in the literature on approaches
to estimating Eulerian statistics (such as spectra, integral scales, and
advection times) of a flow field from the Lagrangian observation
and vice versa [26]–[28]. Analyses have shown that such Eulerian–
Lagrangian transformations are dependent on the integral times and
length scales of the underlying Eulerian flow field [26], [29]. There-
fore, the observations obtained from Eulerian and Lagrangian frames
of reference in a turbulent flow field are fundamentally different. Sim-
ilarly, in an idealized isotropic stationary turbulent flow, two instru-
ments separated by distances significantly larger than the eddy length
scale are expected to have zero coherence because they are sampled

independently. The associated turbulence field in a tidal channel contain
eddies consisting of a wide range of sizes. This, coupled with the rapid
change in flow direction in the cross-stream direction due to limited
width, suggested that the Eulerian flow field in the channel had strong
spatial variation.

The time scales of the velocity time series used in this analysis are
estimated through velocity autocorrelation functions following [20].
The Lagrangian time scales from the drifter velocities TL were ap-
proximately 20 and 15 s in the streamwise and cross-stream direc-
tions, respectively. The decorrelation time scale from the concurrently
sampled ADV velocities TADV for all the experiments were less than
half of those obtained from the drifter velocities, suggesting that the
drifters captured larger scale eddies compared with the ADV. Thus, the
sampling volume of the instrument acts as a lowpass filter that limits
the sizes of the eddy sampled, while noise level impaired the coher-
ence of the drifter with the fixed instruments, particularly the ADCP
at high frequency. This further explains that the observed low level
of coherence—observed at frequencies where noise levels were not
significant—as well as the low correlation between the Eulerian and
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Lagrangian devices is likely due to results of the instruments capturing
different parts of the flow field. The high level of coherence at low fre-
quency indicates that the bulk of drifter streamwise motion is directly
related to the tidal and wind-forced surface flow.

IV. DISCUSSION

There are many apparent difficulties associated with the use of
drifters in shallow tidal water, which include trapping in channel banks,
signal interference from overhanging vegetation, and limited bound-
aries amongst others. Despite these, HR and LR drifters have proven to
be robust and easy to deploy in tidal environments with high spatiotem-
poral flow variation. A field study was carried out by deployments of
clusters of LR and HR drifters in tidal shallow water to assess the dy-
namics of the surface flow and response of the drifters to the relevant
driving forces. The flow was significantly more energetic close to the
water surface than near the bed. Peak velocities during the flood tides
were larger than those of the ebb, which might be linked to some tidal
pumping effect.

Validation of drifter measurements in tidal shallow water is important
to assess the nature and characteristics of GPS-tracked drifter measure-
ments. This requires direct comparison of drifter measurements with
those of fixed Eulerian devices. The correlation of the drifter data
within 60 m of a fixed ADCP showed good agreement with the sur-
face bin measurements (square correlation, R2 > 0.9) and the depth
averaged velocities (R2 > 0.75) in the streamwise direction. Low cor-
relation (R2 ∼ 0.1) was observed in the cross-stream direction and in
the comparison of the drifter velocities with the ADV measurements
next to the bed.

Coherence analysis was used to assess the response of the GPS-
tracked drifters to scales of motion responded to, by assuming a linear
single input–output system. For wind velocity magnitudes between
0–4 m/s, the analysis showed a strong level of coherence between the
drifter response and wind input at frequencies F < 0.02 Hz, suggesting
some wind influence on the drifter. This high level of coherence was
mainly attributed to the response of the drifters to the wind-induced
water flow next to the free surface, particularly in the streamwise di-
rection. The result also highlighted an increase in coherence level with
the increased wind energy at higher frequencies.

The analysis of the drifter response to the Eulerian velocity in-
puts showed that the drifter captured similar flow fluctuations for fre-
quencies, F< 0.01 Hz in the streamwise direction, consistent with the
correlation analysis. The result suggested that all drifters captured low-
frequency streamwise velocity fluctuations in the free surface of the
channel. Such drifters are therefore applicable to studying the dynamics
of similar water bodies in relation to processes in the order of O [100 s]
and larger. The coherence and correlation between the Lagrangian and
Eulerian velocities at higher frequencies and in the cross-stream flow
were typically low for the observation. On the other hand, comparison
of the ADV and HR drifter velocity spectra in the streamwise and cross
stream directions suggested that both instruments sampled the same
flow field at frequencies up to 1 Hz. In addition, the HR drifters were
shown to capture higher frequency processes with eddy size limited
to those in the range of drifter characteristic length, and accurate at
frequency up to 1 Hz [12]. Therefore, the low magnitude correlation
and coherence observed are likely associated with difference in the
Lagrangian–Eulerian observations and size of the eddy captured by the
instrument dictated by the sampling volume size.

V. CONCLUSION

The assessments and analyses of flow field data collected in a
microtidal estuary have shown that HR and LR drifters designs are

applicable to studying the flow dynamics of tidal water bodies in rela-
tion to processes in the order of O [100 s] and larger. Under moderate
wind conditions (0–4 m/s), floating drifter motions in bounded shel-
tered water are affected by wind through low-frequency induced wind
current when only a small portion of the drifter is unsubmerged. The
field validation of both HR and LR drifters, with surface measured
velocity from an ADCP, is good (R2 > 0.9; RSME = 0.04 m/s) in the
streamwise direction while that of the cross stream is low associated
with the high spatiotemporal variability of the velocity field, separa-
tion of the instrument and the difference in sampling volumes. It is
shown that the bulk of drifter motion is directly related to the tidal
and wind-forced surface flow within a shallow estuary with low tidal
flow velocity (<0.5 m/s). Drifters have potential as a valuable tool to
augment Eulerian measurements in tidal shallow water investigation
and management, including estimates of eddy diffusivities [20] and ap-
parent diffusivities. As drifter application, shallow water estuaries are
just recently receiving some attention, further refinements in design are
recommended to increase the range of processes drifters can resolve.
Refinement of shallow water drifter design could include reduction
of drifter overall size without degrading the tracking accuracies and
compromising the water following capability to capture smaller scale
processes of interest to shallow water bodies.
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